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Since the discovery of a Higgs boson at the LHC and themeasurement ofmany of its branching ratios, there
have been numerous studies exploring the restrictions these results place on the parameter space of two Higgs
doublet models. We extend these results to include the full data set and study the expected sensitivity that can
be obtained with 300 fb1 and 3000 fb1 integrated luminosity. We consider searches for a heavy Standard
Model Higgs boson, with a mass ranging from 200 to 400 GeV, and show that the nonobservation of such a
Higgs boson can substantially narrow the allowed regions of parameter space in two Higgs doublet models.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevD.88.015018 PACS numbers: 12.60.Fr
I. INTRODUCTION
Following the discovery of a Higgs boson, experiments
at the LHC can begin to probe the electroweak symmetry
breaking sector. Their task is to measure the properties of
the Higgs boson as precisely as possible. Any deviation
from the Standard Model predictions would be evidence of
physics beyond the Standard Model. Many extensions of
the Standard Model have been proposed over the past few
decades, and many contain an electroweak symmetry
breaking sector with more than one Higgs doublet. These
extensions can easily accommodate a 125 GeV scalar, but
also typically predict deviations in its couplings. Thus, it is
crucial to examine extensions of the Standard Model
and determine the expectations for the couplings of the
Mh0 ¼ 125 GeV scalar. Some of the simplest extensions of
the scalar sector are the two Higgs doublet models
(2HDMs) [1]. The 2HDMs contain five physical Higgs
scalars: a charged Higgs H, a pseudoscalar A, and two
neutral scalars, h and H. Although it is possible that the
125 GeV state is the heavier of the neutral scalars [2–4], we
assume here that it is the lighter.
In general, 2HDMs have Higgs mediated tree level
flavor changing neutral currents, which must be sup-
pressed. Most 2HDMs eliminate flavor changing neutral
currents by imposing a discrete Z2 symmetry in which the
fermions of a given charge only couple to one of the Higgs
doublets. The two most familiar versions are the type-I
model, in which all of the fermions couple to the same
Higgs doublet, and the type-II model, in which the Q ¼
2=3 quarks couple to one doublet and the Q ¼ 1=3
quarks and leptons couple to the other. Two addi-
tional versions interchange the lepton assignments. In the
‘‘lepton-specific’’ model, all of the quarks couple to one
doublet while the leptons couple to the other, and in the
‘‘flipped’’ model, the Q ¼ 2=3 quarks and leptons couple
to one doublet and the Q ¼ 1=3 quarks couple to the
other. All four of these models have been extensively
studied [1]. The couplings of the Higgs bosons to fermions
are described by two free parameters. The ratio of vacuum
expectation values of the two Higgs doublets is tan  v2v1 ,
and the mixing angle which diagonalizes the neutral scalar
mass matrix is . The couplings of the light (heavy)
CP-even Higgs boson, h0 (H0), to fermions and gauge
bosons relative to the Standard Model couplings are given
for all four 2HDMs considered here in Tables I and II.
Following the initial evidence for a Higgs boson at
Mh0 ¼ 125 GeV, Ferraira et al. [5] studied the implica-
tions of such a Higgs particle for the four versions of the
2HDMs and presented the expected branching ratios of the
Mh0 ¼ 125 GeV state. Subsequently, many papers [6–22]
examined various channels in the four 2HDMs in light of
the experimental findings at the LHC. More recently,
Ref. [23] updated the study of type-I and type-II models,
using the entire LHC data set. In Sec. II, we update
TABLE I. Light neutral Higgs (h0) couplings in the 2HDMs.
I II Lepton specific Flipped
ghVV sin ð Þ sin ð Þ sin ð Þ sin ð Þ
ghtt
cos
sin
cos
sin
cos
sin
cos
sin
ghb b
cos
sin  sincos cossin  sincos
ghþ
cos
sin  sincos  sincos cossin
TABLE II. Heavy neutral CP-even Higgs (H0) couplings in
the 2HDMs.
I II Lepton specific Flipped
gHVV cos ð Þ cos ð Þ cos ð Þ cos ð Þ
gHtt
sin
sin
sin
sin
sin
sin
sin
sin
gHb b
sin
sin
cos
cos
sin
sin
cos
cos
gHþ
sin
sin
cos
cos
cos
cos
sin
sin
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previous studies [6] for all four 2HDMs to include the full
data set and highlight the significant effect of the latest
CMS result on h!  on the global fit. We extend pre-
vious results to demonstrate the expected sensitivity with
300 fb1 or 3000 fb1. In Sec. III, we show that current
ATLAS and CMS bounds on a heavy Higgs boson, with
mass between 200 and 400 GeV, can bound regions of
parameter space that have not yet been covered by the
analysis of the Mh0 ¼ 125 GeV Higgs decays, and we
extend these limits as well to 300 fb1 and 3000 fb1.
II. LHC REACH FROM h0 MEASUREMENTS
Previous analyses examined individual decays of the
Mh0 ¼ 125 GeV Higgs, the h0, and looked at the implica-
tions for 2HDMs, finding the regions in the ð;Þ parameter
space allowed by current LHC data. Reference [6] deter-
mined, for each of the four 2HDMs, the allowed regions of
parameter space. We have updated their results to include
the most recent experimental data and have also studied the
bounds that can be obtained at a future LHC experiment
with 14 TeV and integrated luminosities of 300 fb1 and
3000 fb1. To estimate these bounds, we look at the current
errors, assume that the StandardModel prediction is correct,
and scale the errors as 1=
ffiffiffiffi
N
p
, where N scales like the
integrated luminosity. This corresponds to ‘‘scheme 2’’ of
the CMS [24] high luminosity projections [25].
A 2 fit to the data shown in Tables III and IV is
performed assuming Mh0 ¼ 125 GeV. We follow the
standard definition of 2 ¼ i ðR
2HDM
i Rmeasi Þ2
ðmeasi Þ2
, where
R2HDM represents predictions for the signal strength from
the 2HDMs and Rmeas stands for the measured signal
strength shown in Tables III and IV. When the errors
are asymmetric, we have averaged them in quadrature,
 ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
ðþÞ2þðÞ2
2
q
. Although including the asymmetric
errors in the analysis would in general provide more
accurate information, in this case the only data with sub-
stantial asymmetric errors are the CMS vector boson fusion
channel with h0 ! ZZ and the Tevatron gluon fusion
channel with h0 ! þ, both of which have relatively
little pull on the overall 2. Therefore this assumption will
have only a very minor effect on our results.
Our results are given in Fig. 1. For each of the four
models, we plot the current limits on the parameter space,
and the projected limits for integrated luminosities of
300 fb1 and 3000 fb1. Bounds from flavor physics
constrain tan  1 [6,37] and we take this as a prior
when we determine the chi-squared minima. In all of the
models the minimum of the 2 occurs for tan 1 and
cos ð Þ  0, demonstrating that the couplings of a
2HDM are already constrained to be close to the Standard
Model values. Similar bounds for the type-I and type-II
models have been obtained in Ref. [38]. The parameter
space for the type-I model is not very constrained at
present. This is because, in the large tan limit, the
Higgs is fermiophobic and production through gluon
fusion is suppressed. Increasing the integrated luminosity
will gradually narrow the allowed parameter space. The
lepton-specific model is not severely constrained either
because of the enhanced decay to  leptons, which is
poorly measured at present. For large tan, the bottom-
quark Yukawa coupling becomes substantial in the type-II
and flipped models, and thus the currently allowed
parameter space is much more restricted. We do not
show a very small allowed (by LHC data) region in the
lower right for tan 0–0:5 because that region is
excluded by B physics constraints. For each of the models
TABLE III. Measured Higgs signal strengths.
Decay Production Measured signal strength Rmeas
 ggF 1:6þ0:3þ0:30:30:2, [ATLAS] [26]
VBF 1:7þ0:8þ0:50:80:4 [ATLAS] [26]
Vh 1:8þ1:5þ0:31:30:3 [ATLAS] [26]
inclusive 1:65þ0:24þ0:250:240:18 [ATLAS] [26]
ggFþ tth 0:52 0:5 [CMS] [27]
VBFþ Vh 1:48þ1:241:07 [CMS] [27]
inclusive 0:78þ0:280:26 [CMS] [27]
ggF 6:1þ3:33:2 [Tevatron] [28]
WW ggF 0:82 0:36 [ATLAS] [29]
VBFþ Vh 1:66 0:79 [ATLAS] [29]
inclusive 1:01 0:31 [ATLAS] [29]
ggF 0:76 0:21 [CMS] [30]
ggF 0:8þ0:90:8 [Tevatron] [28]
ZZ ggF 1:8þ0:80:5 [ATLAS] [31]
VBFþ Vh 1:2þ3:81:4 [ATLAS] [31]
inclusive 1:5 0:4 [ATLAS] [31]
ggF 0:9þ0:50:4 [CMS] [32]
VBFþ Vh 1:0þ2:42:3 [CMS] [32]
inclusive 0:91þ0:300:24 [CMS] [32]
TABLE IV. Measured Higgs signal strengths.
Decay Production Measured signal strength Rmeas
b b Vh 0:4 1:0 [ATLAS] [33]
Vh 1:3þ0:70:6 [CMS] [34]
Vh 1:56þ0:720:73 [Tevatron] [28]
þ ggF 2:4 1:5 [ATLAS] [35]
VBF 0:4 1:5 [ATLAS] [35]
inclusive 0:8 0:7 [ATLAS] [33]
ggF 0:73 0:50 [CMS] [36]
VBF 1:37þ0:560:58 [CMS] [36]
Vh 0:75þ1:441:40 [CMS] [36]
inclusive 1:1 0:4 [CMS] [36]
ggF 2:1þ2:21:9 [Tevatron] [28]
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considered here, the measured value of MBd excludes
such small values of tan [6].
The most general potential with two Higgs doublets,1
and 2, and a softly broken Z2 symmetry is
V ¼ m211y11 þm222y22 2ðy12 þy21Þ
þ 1
2
ðy11Þ2 þ
2
2
ðy22Þ2 þ 3y11y22
þ 4y12y21 þ
5
2
½ðy12Þ2 þ ðy21Þ2: (1)
As free parameters, one can use the four scalar masses,
along with , , and 2. In terms of these parameters, one
finds [39]
1 ¼ 1
v2cos 2
ðcos 2M2
H0
þ sin 2M2
h0
2 tanÞ (2)
where v ¼ 246 GeV. If one considers the Z2 symmetric
case, then 2 ¼ 0, and this leads, since M2
H0
>M2
h0
, to a
lower bound on
1 > 0:25ð1þ tan 2Þ: (3)
Clearly, for large tan, 1 becomes nonperturbative.
Requiring 14	 < 1 implies tan< 7. We therefore concen-
trate on this region of relatively small tan. However,
if 2  0, then parameters can be chosen to avoid this
constraint, although some fine-tuning is then required.
III. CONSTRAINTS FROM HEAVY
HIGGS SEARCHES
ATLAS and CMS have obtained upper bounds on a
Standard Model Higgs boson with a mass between 150
and 600 GeV and assuming a Standard Model width. We
use the 95% confidence level band from recent CMS
bounds (from Fig. 11 in Ref. [40]) and scale predictions
as the inverse square root of the integrated luminosity.
For example, suppose MH0 is 200 GeV. A Standard
Model Higgs boson of 200 GeV will decay almost 100%
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FIG. 1 (color online). Allowed regions in the ðcos ð Þ; tanÞ plane in type-I (a), type-II (b), lepton-specific (c), and flipped (d)
2HDMs obtained by performing a 2 analysis. The region between the black (solid), red (dotted), and blue (dashed) lines is allowed at
95% confidence level corresponding to the current limits and the projected limits for integrated luminosities of 300 fb1 and
3000 fb1, respectively.
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of the time into vector bosons. This is also true (except for
extreme values of the parameters) in a 2HDM. The
production rate through gluon fusion in the 2HDM will
be different than the Standard Model rate because of the
different t and b couplings. Thus, the upper bound from
ATLAS and CMS on the cross section relative to the
Standard Model rate will place a constraint on  and .
For MH0 ¼ 200 GeV, we find the results in Fig. 2. We
show results for the type-I and type-II models, with the
current limits and projections for 300 fb1 and 3000 fb1.
The lepton-specific and flipped models give very similar
results to the type-I and type-II models, respectively. An
increase in luminosity will tightly constrain cos ð Þ
for tan< 4 in the type-I model and will give a significant
constraint for tan< 4 in the type-II model. In Fig. 3, we
compare current limits from measurements of light Higgs
decays with the limits obtained from the heavy Higgs
search. We see that even with current bounds, a significant
fraction of the previously allowed parameter space in the
type-I model is excluded by the heavy Higgs search results,
and this fraction grows with increasing integrated luminos-
ity (unless, of course, the heavy Higgs is discovered). For
the type-II model, some of the remaining parameter space
is excluded, especially for small tan. This is a significant
result, and shows that the allowed parameter space of a
2HDM can be substantially narrowed by considering
bounds from heavy Higgs searches.
Once the mass of the heavy Higgs, H0, exceeds
250 GeV, then the decay H0 ! h0h0 is allowed, which
will suppress the branching ratio of the H into vector
bosons. The decay width for H0 ! h0h0 depends on 2.
For the moment, we consider the2 ¼ 0 limit of unbroken
Z2 symmetry. The width is
ðH0 ! h0h0Þ ¼ 
2
Hhh
8	MH

1 4m
2
h
M2H

1=2
(4)
where [41]
Hhh ¼  cos ð Þ

sin 2
sin 2
M2
H0
þ 2M2
h0
2v
: (5)
Since the decay width of H0 into vector bosons also
depends on cos ð Þ, this factor cancels in the branch-
ing ratio. The results from the exclusion of MH0 ¼
300 GeV are shown in Figs. 3 and 4. We see that, as
expected due to the opening up of the H0 ! h0h0 channel,
the exclusion region in the type-I model is smaller than
from MH ¼ 200 GeV, but is still not insubstantial, and
becomes quite significant at high integrated luminosity.
In the type-II model, the only additional exclusion regions
are at relatively low tan. Note the dip at cos ð Þ near
zero—this occurs because in that limit, bothH0 ! VV and
H0 ! h0h0 vanish, leaving H0 ! b b as the dominant
decay. The results for MH0 ¼ 400 GeV are not shown.
The additional parameter space excluded is restricted to a
small region for small tan in the type-I and lepton-
specific models. Clearly, the bounds for higher masses
will be weaker.
In the above, we assumed that the 2 term, which
softly breaks the Z2 symmetry, is absent. This is technically
natural, and in many models the term is naturally small. If
it is not small, however, it will affect our results. Including
the term causes the Hhh coupling to be multiplied [41] by
a factor of
Hhh ! Hhh

1 x

3
sin 2
 1
sin 2

; (6)
where x  22=ðM2
H0
þ 2M2
h0
Þ. In Fig. 5, we have shown,
for the type-I model, how our results are modified as x is
varied.
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FIG. 2 (color online). Allowed regions in type-I (a) and type-II (b) 2HDMs from the LHC limit on a 200 GeV heavy Higgs boson.
The region between the black (solid), blue (dashed), and red (dotted) curves is allowed at 95% confidence level corresponding to the
current limits and the projected limits for integrated luminosities of 300 fb1 and 3000 fb1, respectively.
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IV. CONCLUSIONS
The discovery of the 125 GeV Higgs boson and the mea-
surement of its branching ratios has initiated the exploration
of the electroweak symmetry breaking sector. The implica-
tions of the discovery for the simplest extensions of the
Standard Model, the two Higgs doublet models, have been
extensively studied and the allowed regions of parameter
space determined. In this paper, we examined the projected
sensitivity of these analyseswhen theLHCacquired300 fb1
and3000 fb1 anddemonstrated thatLHCboundsonaheavy
Standard Model Higgs (between 200 and 400 GeV) can
further restrict the parameter space. In particular, for the
type-I 2HDM with a heavy Higgs mass of 200 GeV,
the parameter space allowed from branching ratios of the
125 GeV Higgs can be shrunk by more than a factor of 2 by
including bounds from the heavy Higgs searches. It is thus
important, in the LHC upgrade, to continue these searches.
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